POSTSCRIPT
Minister, Rudolf Beran, and the Foreign Minister,, Franz Chval-
kovsky, that they were going neither far enough nor fast enough in
their domestic rearrangements for the German liking, but they
would never say exactly what Germany wanted. When Chvak
kovsky went to Berlin, after his visit had been several times
pointedly postponed, he was shown a Czech newspaper that
expressed some regret for what had happened to Czecho-Slovakia
and some hope that the disaster was not final, aftd told that if
'this sort of thing continues* the Germans would be in Prague
in eight hours.
Broadly speaking, the things that the Germans demanded,
without ever goirig into specific detail, were political subserviency^
military submission, and tribute. As pledges of these things they
demanded that the Czechs should denounce their treaties with
France and Russia, which had become scraps of paper but had
not been formally torn up. They demanded that the rest of the
Czech army should be 'reduced'. They demanded that the Czechs
should hand over part of their carefully husbanded gold reserve,
though they did not say how much, to cover the Czech notes
taken over in the Sudeten German areas; in Germany the
Reichsbank notes have practically no gold cover.
The Germans never said exactly what they wanted — because
they meant to have everything. When Beran and Chvalkovsky
asked for the fulfilment of the promised frontier guarantee, in
return for the new sacrifices they were required to make, the
German answer was 'First put your house in order'. Hitler in
his speech on January 30th made a similar allusion; he hoped for
better relations with Czecho-Slovakia, h.e said, when that State
had readjusted its domestic arrangements in accordance with the
spirit of the times.
But the Germans simultaneously did everything they could to
disrupt the Czecho-Slovak house. I can testify that Czecho-
slovakia survived with extraordinary resilience the shock of
Munich and within a few weeks was busily at work organizing
the new State. This new State was just as orderly and well ordered
as the old one; during the few months that it endured I was
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